
From: Defenders of Wildlife on behalf of Kali Zulu
To: commentletters
Subject: Save California"s Wetlands
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 1:59:28 AM

Aug 18, 2017

Chair Felicia Marcus

Dear Chair Marcus,

California's State Water Resources Control Board
08/17/17

Subject: Save California's Wetlands

Dear Chair Marcus and Members of the Board

"California's wetlands have been decimated in the last century  in fact
they've been reduced by more than 90 percent... Once the Trump
administration repeals and weakens the federal Clean Water Rule, many
important California wetlands, including vernal pools, will be stripped
of Clean Water Act protections... the current system isn't working."

####

On June 27, 2017 and again on: August 16, 2017

"I... reported to... (INTERPOL and ICC): USA allegiance to kill
marine/wildlife by ocean acidification (and other "insults": seismic
blasting, overfishing, use of previously EPA banned chemicals, etc.) It
is a continued campaign by the USA (Trump, cabinet members to support
an      Oligarch Empire, a strategy of 1970 to the sound of "Mozart
Mass Requiem", as indicated in 8/1970 (to (i)) by Clinton, Obama,
Hitler, Geithner, Putin: (use of children as strategist to injury,
mayhem, murder, global warming: 8/1970.))"

At this juncture, Saving California's Wetlands comes down to you (State
Water Resources Control Board) and "what you do." (See letter below.)

Sincerely,
Zu

--------------------------------------------------

Kali Zulu
PO Box 2903
Santa Maria CA 93457

August 16, 2017

FBI Headquarters
Director of Christopher Wray935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NWWashington, D.C.
20535-0001(202) 324-3000

Public Comment
Statewide Dredged or Fill Procedures

Deadline: 9/18/17 by 12 noon

8-18-17

mailto:ecommunications@defenders.org
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mailto:commentletters@waterboards.ca.gov


INTERPOL General Secretariat200, quai Charles de Gaulle69006
LyonFrance

International Criminal Court
Office of the Prosecutor
Po Box 19519
2500 CM, The Hague
The Netherlands

United Nations Headquarters
ATTN: Security Council
405 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017, USA

Dear FBI Director Christopher Wray, INTERPOL, Office of the Prosecutor
- ICC, United Nations - Security Council:

Do you think this is normal(?). Homicide, attempted homicide, rape,
attempted rape w/knife, false imprisonment, batteries, poisonings,
criminal conspiracy to commit serious bodily injury in denial of just
application of RICO Act (10/1970) and "No Ex-Post Facto Law (Latin for
"from a thing done afterward") (US Constitution: 09/1787)(?)".)

I have contacted INTERPOL & FBI (Muller & Comey: 2008-2017):
FBI Field Offices in CA (VTA, LA) and FBI Field Offices: Washington,
Oregon: 2017; local violations of RICO Act in support of MIC and PIS to
sustain Trump and perversion to power, is surreal in Santa Barbara
County.

It is not that I am surrounded by anti-environmentalist - corruption in
Santa Barbara County is vast, as it is engagement of crime to support
criminal leaders with connections to money and/or political office
(power.)

Students & Staff at UCSB, Cal Poly, Allan Hancock College (AHC),
Santa Barbara City College, Missouri Valley College; Santa Barbara
Outrigging Canoe Club (SBOCC) and fellow paddlers with SCORA...: local
law enforcement - SWAT, CA Highway Patrol, Pismo Beach Police
Department, Santa Maria Police Depart, Santa Barbara Police Depart,
Santa Barbara Sheriff Depart...: Trader-Joes, Lassens, Inshape Gym,
(etc); all Doctors and area residents (Foxenwoods, Rancho Goleta Mobile
Home Park (etc)): participated in the crimes of attempted homicide upon
(i) and enjoyed the batteries, rape(s) (Tonya Burch, Kristine
Ollikkala, Deanna Patterson, Theresa Diponto, Phyllis Burzee...)
poisonings (etc.), as coordinated by the federal government (Public
Insult Coordinator, Dan Pederson (with former teammate Julie Foudy))
and Santa Barbara County DA Office (in violation of RICO Act):
resulting in serious injury, as it was "funny" to distort reality for
"right to kill (re: quash of No Ex-Post Facto Law.)"

Each individual acts/acted for desire to 'see' the horror of crime. And
more hurtful, debilitating the injury - the more funny (see court
cases: (civil) UCSB North Tower - 3rd Floor (attempted rape w/knife):
(civil - RO) SBOCC (attempted homicide): (civil) VTA Harbor Patrol/SBCO
Probation Depart (insult to create employment loss), etc.)



Crimes upon (i), beginning 8/1970: crimes meant to keep (i) shuttered
away: invisible to law enforcement by corruption of: marginalized and
declared "outlaw": crimes of 46 years that is tied to the health of
oceans by FBI Director Hoover, Associate Director Tolson and FBI
Special agent Mark Felt.

But questions remain:

Which oligarch family is running the US Government?
Why was Hoover, Tolson and Mark Felt publicly insulted?
Why has power corrupted law through US Supreme Court?
Why FBI has not charged Sheriff B. Brown, BoS or DA J. Dudley?
Why FBI has not charged Phillip Zimbardo & Yael Niv?
Why did USA harbor Adolf Hitler to support "parasitic child
leadership(?)"
Why was RICO Act enforcement denied just application?
Why 46 yrs of crime un-checked to support perversion to (i)
& oceans?

Why has DA Joyce Dudley & SBCO staff been allowed to injure and
batter (i) (every day for 8+ yrs), till swollen and deformed in public
view to support the criminal political campaign of Trump to kill
marine/wild life and oceans through global warming? To support FBI
Director Mueller III and J. Comey?

Why has Allan Hancock College (AHC) supported that? I have been
insulted out of my career and out of Calculus class, by AHC staff &
students. AHC supports that (i) have "no right to life"...
because...(?);

None of what's been said is counting all the insults that injured (i),
by SBCO employees & residents of, since the violations of RICO Act
began, in 1974.

####

Has anyone addressed criminal conspiracy by the P5 of United Nations
and other political leaders (post Yalta conference), in furtherance to
global warming by strategic design of parasitic children of a criminal
empire, meant to subjugate all to; how is the dragon of Wessex
involved?

(i) considered that law enforcement (federal/state/local) would be the
one to use a gun to protect my life; but no law and no enforcement, has
(i) being cruelly and repeatedly injured, so all could laugh - leaves
(i) drawing a weapon in self defense.

Have you ever killed anyone? Have you ever shot anyone in self-defense
of your life? Has everyone around you sought your injury and death to
laugh? Then smiled to your face, looking for some sort of twisted level
of "intimacy", after so many injuries of intent. Have you ever reported
crime(s) done to you to the FBI and then nothing...; then you have not
spent one day as (i). I am not concerned about killing an 'innocent';
there is no age of which (i.e. Hillary Clinton 8/1970.)

People apologize, when they make mistakes. Repeated injuries to laugh,
with attempts to give the final blow at homicide: is not a mistake. It



is crime(s) of "intent"; anger to render a state of anoesis to have
consuetude of what(?). Perpetuation of criminal conspiracy for the
hidden Oligarch family that is tied to former FBI Director R. Mueller
III, J. Comey and the DA Office of Santa Barbara County(?).

####
A set of linguistic items that form mutually exclusive choices,
yielding a
new paradigm for describing trophic cascades caused by human
physiological manipulations to sustain perversion       and
parasitism.
(Sequenced to changes over time: specifically, 2000 years:
Oceanic
circulation.)

It is a good example of top predator-induced cascade being replaced by
a pathogen - induced cascade.

Will there by a hybrid type of indirect effect? A top-predator
(position of
power) vs. value to parasitism (laughter: "we own her (SBCO:
Lisa &
Doug Fulde)") to yield the dire "regulation of power to
control." Or in
other words: a consumption of "right to life", thereby
sustaining "right to
kill (international policy)" which triggers "fight or flight"
to a targeted
relief: "escapism."

Is that "fight for life" a "mediated indirect effect?" Then what would
be the most prevalent category to the trophic cascade(s) be witnessed?

As top predators in wildlife and marine life loose position and
authority,
from sheer loss in numbers by: loss of oxygen, CO2 saturated
oceanic
water (acidic oceans), lack of food, toxic water (EPA
reductions, Clean
Water Rule) (etc): parasites will govern top-down regulation.
(Ecosystems will change: there will be death, injury, suffering
to
marine/wildlife (all life).)

"Escapism" and "fight for life": is managed by who(?): United Nations,
ICC, ICJ or FBI(?); or just LAW.

####

Dear County of Santa Barbara, District Attorney J Dudley:

You are a heinous horror. You and area residents (1974-2017), publicly
supported federal officials harboring, protecting Adolf Hitler post
WWII to cultivate a parasitic ideal - until he died. You always had the
choice to stand for "right to life" or not...; a parasite.

(i) am the target of that Oligarch empire that was targeted by FBI



Director Hoover, Associate Director Tolson and FBI Special agent Mark
Felt: an Oligarch empire that began centuries ago.

You false imprisoned (i) with criminal law enforcement, when (i) said
who: National Clandestine Services Commanding Officer - James, Ralph of
the UN, Santa Barbara County Sheriff B Brown and Deputies (i.e. Daniel
& Barbara Osuna), SB Sheriff Department Watch Commander(s) (i.e.
Chuck Gerhardt), SWAT, UCSB (Chancellor & students) & SBCC
students, Mayor Helene Schneider, Mayor Marty Blum and area residents
(etc): had inured to kill (i), for fun: for you and your colleagues.

Yet, a political county is worthless w/out the power of murder on
county property (1/2008): while imprisoned, UN Ambassador Susan Rice
and Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, and other(s), showed up to
watch the insults to kill (i) (as, SBCO staff laughed w/RGMHP members,
and Santa Barbara Outrigging Canoe Club (SBOCC)...) but another died
behind bars from poison (literally): a game of murder.

You lied to me to kill (i) in public view w/their support (i.e. Santa
Barbara College of Law, SBOCC, UCSB, Rancho Goleta Mobile Home Park,
Mayor Blum, Mayor Schneider, Santa Barbara Police Department, etc.)
because this political county, supports your perversion. Supports Trump
and a Military Industrial Complex (MIC) fueled economy. I literally
mean an economy fueled by war(s) and "insults": i.e. Iraq War (oil) and
09/11/01.

(i) said you held (i) out to be killed, a victim of hate crime, with
FBI R. Mueller III. But (i) am not the only one:

"It seems clear that based on his history and close "partnership" with

Comey, "one of the closest working relationships the top ranks
of the
Justice Department have ever seen," Mueller was chosen as
Special
Counsel not because he has integrity but because he will do
what the
powerful want him to do. He didn't speak the truth about a war
he knew
to be unjustified. He didn't speak out against torture. He
didn't speak
out against unconstitutional surveillance. And he didn't tell
the truth
about 9/11. He is just their man.

Coleen Rowley, a retired FBI special agent and division legal counsel

whose May 2002 memo to then-FBI Director Robert Mueller exposed

some of the FBI's pre-9/11 failures, was named one of TIME
magazine's "Persons of the Year" in 2002. Her 2003 letter to
Robert
Mueller in opposition to launching the Iraq War is archived in
full text on
the NYT and her 2013 op-ed entitled "Questions for the FBI
Nominee"
was published on the day of James Comey's confirmation hearing.



This
piece will also be cross-posted on Consortiumnews.com. ("No,
Robert
Mueller And James Comey Aren't Heroes. The former FBI directors

have acceded to numerous wrongful abuses of power in the
post-9/11
era."
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/conflicts-of-interest-and-
ethics-robert-mueller-and_us_5936a148e4b033940169cdc8,
08/15/17.)"

You, DA Joyce Dudley and FBI Director R. Mueller III, willing engage in
the public torture of (i): battered every day for 8+yrs, as (i) asked
for law enforcement: inculcating any move made that is
"counter-hegemonic - that (i) have "no right to fight for my right to
life"" -  (i) to be further insulted, injured to death. But that is
w/the agreement of biological parents (one a victim of homicide by SBCO
employees (he died, 11 months ago - literally, while discussing
potential insults for the day upon (i)): a homicide denied by the
surviving spouse/bio-parent because "manipulation is power.")

"Mueller was even OK with the CIA conducting torture programs after
his own agents warned against participation. Agents were simply

instructed not to document such torture, and any "war crimes
files" were
made to disappear. Not only did "collect it all" surveillance
and torture
programs continue, but Mueller's (and then Comey's) FBI later
worked
to prosecute NSA and CIA whistleblowers who revealed these
illegalities.

For his part, Deputy Attorney General James Comey, too, went along
with Bush and Cheney after 9/11 and signed off on a number of
highly
illegal programs including warrantless surveillance of
Americans and
torture of captives. Comey also defended the Bush
administration's
three year-long detention of an American citizen without
charges or
right to counsel. ("No, Robert Mueller And James Comey Aren't
Heroes.
The former FBI directors have acceded to numerous wrongful
abuses of
power in the post-9/11 era."
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/conflicts-of-interest
-and-ethics-
robert-mueller-and_us_5936a148e4b033940169cdc8, 08/15/17.)"

You are the criminal; you have always known, as this is a political
county, my identity with FBI Director J. E. Hoover, Associate Director
C. Tolson and Special Agent Mark Felt; to be identified as the
"outlaw", by Donald Trump, Barack Obama, Timothy Geithner, Vladimir
Putin, Hillary Clinton and Adolf Hitler: 08/1970.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/conflicts-of-interest-and-
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/conflicts-of-interest


Considering all the illegalities of perversion and torture, hurt and
injury, for the ultimate injury of homicide ("right to kill": by war,
insults (WWI, WWII, Iraq War: 9/11/01, etc.),and by government
employees (Sheriff, Police, Fire, DA Office, UN Ambassadors, FBI
Directors Mueller III & Comey: Kali Zulu (PC187/664))), there is no
law, is there?

"Long before he became FBI Director, serious questions existed about
Mueller's role as Acting U.S. Attorney in Boston in effectively
enabling
decades of corruption and covering up of the FBI's illicit
deals with
mobster Whitey Bulger and other "top echelon" informants who
committed numerous murders and crimes.

U.S. taxpayers footed a $100 million court award to the four men
framed for murders committed by (the FBI operated) Bulger gang.
("No,
Robert Mueller And James Comey Aren't Heroes. The former FBI
directors have acceded to numerous wrongful abuses of power in
the
post-9/11 era (http://www.
huffingtonpost.com/entry/conflicts-of-interest-
and-ethics-robertmuellerand_us_5936a148e4b033940169 cdc8,
08/15/17.)"

You boast and give impetus to arrogance (like Mueller, Comey) but FBI
Director Hoover, Associate Director Tolson and FBI Special agent Mark
Felt, linked RICO Act violations and time (46 years 'ear marked') to my
name; but how did you get to be so close with perversion(?): making
that your foundation to argument used in court.

There are now, court records and documents of you and your office,
intentionally causing injury... (a bid for murder and hurt (injury));
you support Trump's desire that (i) be killed for his Oligarch empire
and his perversion to accelerate global warming: is that your band-aid
to what you've done?

But more importantly:

Prior to any decision by US Supreme Court to allow a constitutional
amendment quashing part of or the entire constitution, which case and
by what court was there a per curium permitting brutal violations to
RICO Act (upon (i)), from 10/1970 to 08/2017?

How did RICO Act denial before 1993, affect oil development which has
lead to acidic oceans and global warming?

1974-2017: Santa Barbara County employees and area residents: through
perversion of law and enforcement: actively participate in the crimes
that violate the RICO Act, conjoined to the public support of members
of the Oligarch empire: Donald Trump, Barack Obama, Timothy Geithner,
Vladimir Putin, Hillary Clinton, Adolf Hitler, etc.: 46 yrs of insult
that resulted in significant bodily     injury to (i) that is mirrored by
46 yrs of insult to oceans (acidic oceans, global warming.) (A
"strategic design" to kill oceans to kill wild/marine life (an insult

http://www/


to earth - an economic and planetary threat.))

Bracing for Impact
Scientists study the effects of increasing ocean acidity on
California's
marine ecosystems
by Mary Patyten, CDFW Research Writer

Gauging the Threat:
"Historical data shows that ever increasing amounts of CO2 have been
pumped into the atmosphere and absorbed by the ocean since the

beginning of the Industrial Revolution, about two hundred years
ago."

Acid from the Air:
"We have seen large increases in CO2 before, in the distant
past," said
Richard Feely, a chemical oceanographer and senior research
scientist
with the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory. "But
when we
examine the geologic record very carefully, we see that these
events
happened over long periods of time. The current change in
concentrations of CO2 is occurring from 10 to 100 times faster
than in
the past."

As the sea becomes more acidic relatively quickly, creatures that have

adapted over thousands of years to living within a certain pH
range may
find life more difficult. One of the main concerns stems from
the
chemical process that creates carbonic acid, which steals
significant
quantities of carbonate ions from the water. Carbonate ions are
the key
building blocks used by many creatures such as clams, oysters
and sea
urchins to make their calcium carbonate shells and skeletons.

Off the coast of California, shortages of carbonate ions may cause
problems for a wide range of local marine residents and
migratory
visitors, from tiny plankton to Dungeness crabs to predatory
tunas--but
the problems start with the animals and plants that use
carbonate ions
directly.

As it becomes increasingly difficult for certain plants and animals to
find
enough carbonate ions to fill their needs, they will adapt to
the shortage,
acclimatize to the changes, migrate in search of more



hospitable
waters, or go extinct. For some creatures, especially those
that don't
migrate, adapting or acclimatizing to more acidic waters could
mean a
reduction in body size or the number of young produced, or a
host of
other changes. These changes could affect dispersal patterns,
change
nearshore habitats, or force predators to search for alternate
food
sources--currently, scientists cannot say with certainty which
changes
will cascade through marine ecosystems."

CDFW Preparations:
"Ocean acidification, however, is "tied to global ocean processes
that
are measured in decades and centuries, and go beyond regional

boundaries," Aseltine-Neilson said.

Some of these processes will directly affect California waters.
"Cold,
dense surface waters in the far northern Pacific Ocean sink and
then
meander like a giant ocean river first toward the equator, then

northward toward the West Coast of the United States,"
said Aseltine-
Neilson. "After 30 to 50 years, these waters well up along
our coast.
They carry with them the history of their passage,      including
more acidic
waters from different depths as well as surface waters.
Researchers
have already seen more acidic, upwelled water at some locations
off
California. We'll likely see this trend increase and cover
larger areas off
our coast."

Application of RICO Act and "No Ex-Post Facto Law" post the 1993
Supreme Court decision to any action requested by the Depart of Justice
to the FBI to determine whether a cause for legal action exists to
correct an injustice (use of RICO Act to interrupt death: global
warming), would mean what(?)...;

What purpose does your ignorance serve(?): the "right to kill at
will"(?). Is that an act of supremacy or a question of self-legitimacy?
Why don't you ask Allan Hancock College: Mary Alice Majoue, Dominic J.
Dal Bello, Liz West: how it feels to be (i). Those (3) fantastically
think (i) can be suborned, like you.

Patrons to your twisted ideas of supremacy and corruption, face no
public, political or criminal repercussions because YOUR office - DA
Office of Santa Barbara County - sanctioned the offenses as



"necessary."

(i) want you dead:

Sincerely,

Kali Zulu

####

On June 27, 2017 and again on: August 16, 2017

"I... reported to... (INTERPOL and ICC): USA allegiance to kill
marine/wildlife by ocean acidification (and other "insults": seismic
blasting, overfishing, use of previously EPA banned chemicals, etc.) It
is a continued campaign by the USA (Trump, cabinet members to support
an      Oligarch Empire, a strategy of 1970 to the sound of "Mozart
Mass Requiem", as indicated in 8/1970 (to (i)) by Clinton, Obama,
Hitler, Geithner, Putin: (use of children as strategist to injury,
mayhem, murder, global warming: 8/1970.))"

The holocaust was a constructed insult: there is no age of innocence (a
parasitic child is the "exact same" as a parasitic adult). When the act
is a crime (insult), whether the false constructs to declare war or
intentional injury (or support of): battery, attempted homicide,
homicide, etc, the insults serve who? Who did Adolf Hitler serve as a
child, and then as an adult?

Ocean acidification is a constructed insult. who's is the identity
behind the perversion of insults to kill the ocean and (i): (one)
person? I know the symbolism of death is part of their identity but how
is that displayed(?): through allegiance to Jesus and God/Allah (false
construct) or literally, "Skull & Bones?" What image of death has
social importance across at least 5 countries?

"Fighting for life (oceans:blue) is a necessity...; but i won't have to
suborn you for it."

(i) want Mueller III and Comey dead...;

Sincerely,

Kali Zulu (ex-law student, ex-PhD student, ex-NASM student... subjected
to torture: a victim of crime.)

Cc:

INTERPOL, Corruption @:
https://www.interpol.int/Forms/Corruption_StAR_Initiative

Santa Barbara DA Office
1112 Santa Barbara Street
Santa Barbara, CA. 93101

PS: If an investigation begins: ask for the file: literally: "the
complete file." To read SBCO employees and PIS Coordinator Dan
Pederson's insights, values, strategic design and desired injuries for

https://www.interpol.int/Forms/Corruption_StAR_Initiative


insult. It is a vision of their 'identity' of (i) - Lisa Fulde (SBCO
employee) said: "I know her. I read the complete file."

Sincerely,

Miss Kali Zulu
PO Box 2903
Santa Maria, CA 93457-2903
(805) 478-5926
kalizulu@icloud.com


